Boundary Adherence during Place-based Policing Evaluations: A Research Note
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Abstract
Objectives: This note explores complications with standard methods to evaluate place-based policing interventions. It identifies and explains issues of boundary misspecification during evaluation as a result of boundary adjustment by police during an intervention. Method: Using geographic data gathered during post-experiment focus groups with officers involved in the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment, we highlight the practice of boundary adjustment on the part of officers and we explain why such adjustments occurred. Results: Officers involved in the focus groups who identified the active boundaries of their hot spot assignments (n = 124) all reported policing outside of their delineated beats. On average, their active beats were 0.13 square miles larger than the originally delineated treatment beats. Some active beats overlapped catchment and control locations. Conclusion: Boundary misspecification could cause researchers to (1) incorrectly label a
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direct benefit of receiving treatment as a diffusion of crime control benefits; (2) underestimate immediate spatial crime displacement; and (3) underestimate treatment effects. Future place-based experiments should take into account the various pressures on officers to adjust the boundaries of their assignments by incorporating measures that track boundary adherence over time (and reporting them) in order to optimize assessments of net effects, diffusion and displacement.
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**Introduction**

Over the past 20 years, policing has progressively become geographically focused (Braga, Hureau, and Papachristos 2011). Allocating resources at discrete locations with an above average concentration of crime—at hot spots—has been shown to be an effective method for reducing crime and disorder (Braga 2005, 2007; Braga, Papachristos, and Hureau 2012). Further, focusing on specific geographic areas does not seem to inevitably lead to spatial crime displacement (Braga et al. 2012; Guerette and Bowers 2009; Ratcliffe and Makkai 2004; Weisburd et al. 2006). In contrast, many studies report a diffusion of crime control benefits, or a crime reduction that spreads beyond areas targeted by police (Ratcliffe and Makkai 2004; Weisburd et al. 2006).

Despite the promise of hot spots patrols, researchers have highlighted the need to take greater care in measuring the effects of hot spots interventions. Although not commonly raised in the research literature, this research note takes up Rosenbaum’s (2006:252-53) point that “some studies suggest there is evidence of a diffusion of crime control benefits to nearby areas, but some of these effects may reflect a misspecification of the target area boundaries.” Rosenbaum suggests that in the past, researchers may have incorrectly specified the spatial boundaries of locations that police have targeted during place-based interventions. In other words, locations outside of delineated target areas may have received a dosage of policing intended to be reserved only for treatment locations, including locations used to estimate spatial crime displacement and the diffusion of crime control benefits. As a result, Rosenbaum argues that the diffusion of crime control benefits that many studies document may in fact represent a direct benefit of receiving a dosage of treatment.
The importance of monitoring “implementation fidelity” during hot spots policing experiments (and other place-based interventions) is well known (Weisburd 2005:235), and previous researchers have specifically designed studies to avoid contamination of control areas by, for example, ensuring sufficient distance exists between treatment and control hot spots, or monitoring differences in dosage levels between treatment and control beats (i.e., Sherman and Weisburd 1995). Some previous research has discussed the importance of officer boundary compliance for the measurement of crime displacement (Weisburd et al. 2006); however, the dosage of policing occurring in locations used to estimate displacement/diffusion has not, to our knowledge, previously been reported. How boundary compliance is monitored, and the extent to which boundary adherence is contested by officers facing a range of occupational pressures is seldom given serious discussion in the evaluation literature. This is a concern because the real-time adjustment of boundaries may not only negatively affect the accuracy with which spatial displacement/diffusion are estimated as suggested by Rosenbaum (2006) but also the accuracy with which net program benefits effects are estimated.

This research note uses geographic data collected from 124 officers involved in the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment during post-experiment focus groups (Ratcliffe et al. 2011) to directly examine the issue of boundary adherence. These geographic data represent the spatial boundaries that officers reported actually policing during the experiment, which we term their “active beats,” and not just the boundaries that they were assigned to patrol. We supplement these geographic data with qualitative data collected during post-experiment focus groups. While the geographic data captures the extent of boundary adherence, the qualitative data illuminate officers’ rationalizations for contesting the boundaries they played no role in establishing. We close by discussing the implications of boundary adjustment, including the need to acknowledge officers’ realities and pressures over the lifecycle of an experiment, and the need to track this phenomenon accordingly.

**Evaluating Place-based Policing Programs**

Within hot spots experiments, police interventions have been likened to medical “treatments” (Thacher 2001), and as such police are understood in terms of “treatment providers” (Wood, Sorg et al. 2013). In the hot spots policing literature, a variety of treatments have been evaluated, including increased patrols (Sherman and Weisburd 1995), intermittent short-term
patrols (Telep, Mitchell, and Weisburd 2012), crackdowns (Sherman et al. 1995), and targeted enforcement (Sherman and Rogan 1995). Common among these treatments is the fact that all involve an increased police presence. The theoretical logic underpinning these treatments is that police being physically present at a hot spot will deter offenders from committing crime (Sherman 1990). In this research note, we are referring to treatment as the physical presence of police at a particular location.

**Main Effects**

In place-based policing research, the geographic boundaries of locations designated to receive a treatment and those that will act as controls are generally drawn prior to initiating an intervention (see Braga et al. 2011 for an exception). In experimental research, assignment to a condition of treatment or control is achieved through some form of randomization. Quasi-experimental evaluations attempt to identify locations similar to those that will be targeted to act as controls (Sherman and Rogan 1995), such as using propensity score matching methods to identify comparable sites (Braga et al. 2011). After an intervention is introduced, evaluators use a variety of statistical techniques to estimate any program benefits in the targeted locations relative to these controls. More specifically, crime or call for service counts are drawn from these geographic locations in order to test whether there are any meaningful differences between treated and untreated locations during or following the treatment period. To make accurate statistical inferences, crime measures must be drawn from control locations that did not receive the treatment.1

**Displacement and Diffusion of Benefits**

In addition to estimating treatment effects, place-based policing interventions frequently estimate the possibility of spatial crime displacement and any ancillary diffusion of crime control benefits to areas outside of those targeted. The need to test for the possibility of spatial displacement stems from the oft-raised criticism that taking a geographic focus will inevitably lead to crime displacing elsewhere (Repetto 1976). In fact, Braga et al.’s (2012) most recent meta-analysis found a statistically significant effect size favoring a diffusion of crime control benefits over spatial displacement. At least in academic circles, a diffusion of benefits is thought of as a more likely outcome than spatial displacement. Given the possibility of these
divergent outcomes, displacement/diffusion analysis is an important component of place-based policing evaluations.

In order to test whether either of these phenomena materialize as a result of a place-based intervention, “catchment locations” (Weisburd and Green 1995:354) are typically drawn immediately surrounding targeted locations. For both theoretical and practical reasons (see Bowers and Johnson 2003), these catchment locations typically extend about two blocks past the intervention location. Investigators then draw crime or call for service counts from these geographic locations and estimate, relative either to control locations (Ratcliffe et al. 2011) or to similar catchment locations drawn around control locations (Braga et al. 1999), whether there were any significant changes in crime incidents or 911 calls from before, to during or after an intervention. For the analysis of displacement/diffusion, boundary noncompliance could be problematic.

Just as dosages of policing applied in control locations may cause an evaluator to incorrectly label a police intervention ineffective or underestimate its effect size, policing that occurs in areas surrounding target locations intended to be used to estimate displacement/diffusion could cause the evaluator to (1) incorrectly label a direct benefit of receiving a dosage of treatment as a diffusion of crime control benefits; (2) underestimate the extent of spatial crime displacement due to the possibility of offense reduction as a result of receiving a dosage of treatment; and (3) fail to detect significant crime displacement altogether when this may have occurred had the unintended dosage of treatment been absent. Although some have made efforts to monitor and ensure differences in the dosage of policing in treatment areas relative to controls, it is not common practice to consider or report whether and to what extent the treatment spilled into catchment locations. Given that catchment locations are often contiguous to target area boundaries, the need to monitor possible boundary adjustment is especially pertinent.

**Exploring Boundary Adherence**

In order to investigate this topic, we draw from data collected during post-experiment focus groups with a subset of the police officers involved in the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment (Ratcliffe et al. 2011). This 2009 randomized field experiment tested the crime reduction benefits of having 240 police officers patrol, on foot, in 60 of Philadelphia’s most violent crime hot spots relative to 60 control beats. Results indicated that violent crime was 23 percent lower in treatment locations during the experimental period relative to control locations, notwithstanding a slight amount of crime reduction...
displacement at the streets nearby. As part of the evaluation, field researchers performed walk-alongs with the officers involved in the experiment (Wood, Sorg et al. 2013). As Ratcliffe et al. (2011:807) noted, these observations revealed that some of the officers would leave their beats and patrol at nearby areas of interest from time to time. The field observation study further noted that officers felt constrained by boundaries that they themselves did not help to define. The need to remain in set areas, especially when they perceived that criminals were adapting their spatial offending behaviors over time, was seen as limiting and essentially counterintuitive (Wood, Sorg et al. 2013). This issue of spatial boundary adherence was therefore explored further in the post-experiment focus groups, with an emphasis on how they viewed the boundaries of their beats and whether they transgressed them (and why).

**Post-experiment Focus Groups**

The issue of boundary adherence was explored in two ways during the focus groups. First, officers were given a map of their respective beats and asked to delineate the approximate boundaries of their active beats, or the locations that they actually patrolled, not just the boundaries that they were told to patrol. The hard copy maps were digitized for analysis using a geographic information system. These data are used to explore the extent to which officers patrolled outside of their beats and within catchment and control locations. We also present issues raised by officers during the focus groups which related to boundary adherence and the rationales for leaving their beats, despite being instructed not to. The first focus group was held on February 9, 2010, and the final focus group was held on May 12, 2010. Each focus group was allotted two hours, although sometimes the lengths differed due to variability in attendance or arrival times. In total, 20 focus groups were conducted. Although all but one of the foot beats were represented in the mapping exercises \( n = 59 \), scheduling conflicts impeded interviewing all of the officers involved in the experiment, and in a very small number of cases due to logistical issues, officers filled out maps, but did not participate in the focus groups. In total, 124 (51.6 percent) officers drew maps of their active beat areas.\(^3\)

**Mapping Exercise Results**

Of the subset of officers involved in the experiment, all reported patrolling at locations outside of the experimental foot beats that they were initially
assigned to patrol. The average foot beat as delineated at the onset of the experiment was .03 square miles (standard deviation \([SD] = .01\)), contained approximately 21 street segments (\(SD = 8.50\)) and included 1.3 miles of streets (\(SD = .40\)). In contrast, the officers’ active beats averaged .16 square mile (\(SD = .17\)), 119 street segments (\(SD = 87.18\)), and 7 miles of streets (\(SD = 5.44\)). When the officer’s active beats are mapped alongside their assigned treatment beats as shown in Figure 1, it is clear that some active beats extended well past the originally delineated beat geographies.

In addition to examining the relative differences, we explored the extent to which the officers’ active beats overlapped control locations. We found that officers drew active beat boundaries that to some extent overlapped 18 of the locations operationalized as control beats (30 percent). As depicted in Figure 2, the extent to which the controls were patrolled varied somewhat: 8 of the control foot beats (13 percent) were completely encompassed within

![Figure 1. Treatment versus active foot beat boundaries.](image)

Note: Treatment beats are the beats that officers involved in the focus groups were assigned to patrol \((n = 59)\). Active beats are the beats officers drew during the focus groups representing where they actually patrolled \((n = 128)\). Some active beats overlap each other.
the officer’s active beats, whereas 10 were only partially patrolled (17 percent). In total, the control areas consisted of 1.8 square miles worth of land. The officer’s active beats overlapped 0.35 square miles (21 percent) of the geographic locations operationalized as controls.

When the catchment locations are mapped in relation to the active beats, a great deal of overlap is evident (Figure 3). Of the 55 catchment locations,4 12 were completely encompassed by the officer’s active beats. All of the catchment locations received at least some dosage of patrol as measured by the officer’s active beats.5 The geographic extent of all catchment locations was 4.3 square miles. The officers’ active beats overlapped 3.3 square miles (77 percent) of the geographic locations that were operationalized as catchment locations. All results from the mapping exercise appear in Table 1.

In summary, our mapping exercise revealed that all of the officers reported policing outside of their beats and that a number of control locations and all of the catchment locations received at least some dosage of police foot patrols that were intended to be reserved only for target

Figure 2. Control versus active foot beat boundaries.
locations. This occurred even after being instructed to patrol within the boundaries of their beats at the onset of the experiment. One shortcoming of these data is that we do not have estimates of how long or how frequently officers patrolled outside of their beats, just that they spent some time at these locations. When this question was raised during walk-alongs with the officers, they reported spending most of their time within their beats, yet leaving every once in a while for a variety of reasons. Thus, the active beats represent the maximum geographic extent they ever patrolled. We discuss these reasons subsequently.

Why Patrol Outside of Assigned Beats?

Officers reported leaving their assigned beats for a variety of reasons. Some officers reported becoming bored over time, and noted that they occasionally left their beats simply to break up the monotony of eight hours of patrolling relatively restricted locations. Other officers explained that they left their beats in response to perceived spatial displacement. If they were
aware of a problem that had moved from their beat to a nearby location, they would leave their beats to address the situation. Likewise, some officers believed that the perceived offenders in their beats became cognizant of the boundaries they were patrolling, so they left their beats to enhance the element of surprise. It didn’t take long (1–3 weeks), officers suggested, for criminals such as drug dealers to learn not only their boundaries, but their patrol schedules as well (when they started and ended their shift). It was suggested by some officers that criminals engaged in illicit activities during hours that foot beats weren’t operational (between 2:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m.). In short, many were of the view that they simply “delayed” crime or moved it.

Since criminals were seen as highly adaptive, the police also felt they needed to have the capacity to adapt as well. More fundamentally though, given their rookie status, line officers necessarily did not participate in delinquent boundaries at the outset of the experiment, nor did they provide input into whether, or how they should be adjusted over time. However, as the officers gained local knowledge, a larger disconnect developed between officer local knowledge and the “formal” or “bureaucratic” knowledge involved in the design and evaluation of the experiment. Officers learned about the problem areas, which could potentially guide ongoing patrol decisions to maximize their effectiveness. Their knowledge of such trouble spots was granular and accumulated over time. However, the experimental design did not provide officers the scope to adjust their beat areas, as this knowledge deepened. Building on suggestions by Thacher (2001), we have argued elsewhere (Wood, Sorg et al. 2013) that

### Table 1. Size Differences between Actual and Active Foot Beats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square Miles</th>
<th>n of Street Segments</th>
<th>Miles of Streets</th>
<th>Controls Overlapped (% of Area Patrolled)²</th>
<th>Catchments Overlapped (% of Area Patrolled)²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual beats</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active beats</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18(21)</td>
<td>54(77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active versus</td>
<td>+.13</td>
<td>+98</td>
<td>+5.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actuala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ⁴Active versus actual = difference in size of active beat relative to treatment beat. Control n = 60; Catchment n = 54.
²% of Area Patrolled = percentage of land designated as control or catchment locations that officer’s active beats overlapped (square miles).
³One catchment location was excluded because no officers from the beat participated in a focus group.
including line officers at the onset of experiments through scenario-based exercises might help researchers anticipate boundary adherence concerns and work to address them prospectively. In sum, experimental protocols may impede estimating the benefits of hot spots policing programs as they would be carried out in the real world, and thus should be supplemented with other types of rigorous designs.

Discussion

Recent work by Telep et al. (2012) found that intermittent 15-minute patrols at hot spots significantly reduced crime in areas targeted relative to controls. Their work suggests that even relatively low dosages of focused police patrol presence can influence crime. Therefore, it appears that even minor instances of boundary adjustment can bias the accuracy with which treatment effects and, perhaps more so, the estimation of displacement/diffusion. Although we cannot comment on the extent to which violations of boundary adherence occurred in other place-based studies, our analysis suggests that there may be some merit to Rosenbaum’s (2006) concern that some diffusion effects that have been reported may be the result of boundary misspecification. Although a diffusion of benefits has been documented more often than spatial displacement during place-based policing evaluations, the validity of these findings are difficult to assess, as previous studies generally do not report levels of boundary adherence or whether boundary adjustment occurred.

Implications for the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment

The Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment found evidence of displacement to adjacent locations, despite the fact that officers patrolled at these locations to some extent. It may be that the dosage applied in catchment locations was not great enough to influence the extent of offending at adjacent locations. It may also be that this patrolling led to an underestimation of the extent of spatial displacement. These conclusions are clearly speculative, as we have no way of knowing the impact that these violations had. Nevertheless, it is clear that police patrol within the catchment locations during the experiment is problematic and may have impacted the accuracy with which displacement was measured, despite the fact that most officers reported spending the vast majority of their time within the beats they were assigned. At the same time, the fact that officers also patrolled within control
locations to varying degrees raises the possibility that the net treatment effect could have been underestimated. Again, we can only speculate.

**Moving Forward with Place-based Evaluations**

Weisburd (2005:236) suggests that evaluations involving organizations with a ranking structure or hierarchical control are easier to implement, as it allows the experimental design to be imposed upon line officers who are most often tasked with implementing policing treatments. At the same time, however, the local knowledge that officers develop about their areas over time may lead to a growing concern about the “artificiality” of experimental boundaries. To the extent possible, given the modest funding for the foot patrol experiment, experimental protocols were monitored via four field observations at each of the 60 targeted hot spots. Nevertheless, and even after being told to patrol only within their designated beats, rigid compliance to the experimental boundaries was not achieved. It appears that coercion via a ranking structure may not always be sufficient to ensure implementation fidelity and may depend on the organization under study. This also speaks to the extensive latitude given to patrolling police officers, even when new to the job. Given these findings, we suggest ways in which boundary adherence might be anticipated, monitored, quantified, and addressed in future research.

The Telep et al. (2012) study mentioned previously used automatic vehicle locator (AVL) information to ensure that the dosage of time officers were spending at hot spots was in line with what was prescribed (12- to 16-minute stops). Although not all departments employ AVL, this technology could be useful for monitoring patrol time in catchment and control locations and discerning whether this dosage approached what was applied in target areas. In studies where a “security-guard style presence” (Sherman and Weisburd 1995:634) is the treatment, researchers could discern the extent to which officers strayed from targeted areas by monitoring the geographic extent that officers patrol. Future evaluations with organizations that utilize AVL or similar technology have the opportunity to not only ensure dosage compliance as was the case in the Telep et al. (2012) study, but also the degree to which a treatment dosage was applied in catchment and control locations.

Although randomized experiments are considered the gold standard in evaluation research, Eck (2003:101) has suggested that it may be necessary for crime scientists to “go off the gold standard” in certain instances, such as for problem-oriented policing evaluations. Certain quasi-experimental, *ex post facto* designs might offer a practical and methodologically rigorous
alternative to experimental evaluations of the effects of place-based policing programs when strict compliance to experimental protocols is questionable. This has the added benefit of estimating the impact of policing strategies, as they would be carried out in the real world and not under experimental constraints imposed by researchers. Braga et al.’s (2011) ex post facto evaluation of a problem-oriented policing program in Boston (MA) is a promising framework (but see Shadish 2013). Using propensity score matching methods to identify equivalent street segments and street corners, the authors present a robust quasi-experimental framework for evaluating place-based policing programs. One advantage of an ex post facto evaluation is that all locations that received a dosage of policing are known prior to analysis and therefore target, control and catchment locations can be specified with greater precision.

In short, future work must monitor and document the extent to which boundaries are contested, both at the outset of experiments and especially over time, so that the validity of an identified diffusion of crime control benefits can be gauged. More fundamentally, efforts should be made to ensure line officer buy-in to randomized controlled experiments during the design and implementation phases (Wood, Sorg et al. 2013). This could be achieved by seeing them, as one officer put it, as “equal partner[s]” in innovation. During the course of interventions, opportunities could be created for listening to officers and integrating (or even interrogating) their local knowledge with the data acquired through crime and spatial analyses. If officers are treated as experimentalists in their own right, there may be a greater potential to ensure implementation fidelity generally and boundary adherence specifically.7 Discussing the importance of boundary compliance and the evidence regarding the benefits of patrolling in relatively small locations at the onset may also help ensure boundary adherence. In a related vein, revealing control locations to officers, which is often avoided due to the possibility of contamination, could be one method of ensuring that police do not apply dosages of treatment to locations used for comparisons.8

**Limitations**

Several limitations of our analysis deserve discussion. First, the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment was unique in many ways when compared to previous hot spot studies. All of the officers that acted as treatment providers were rookies. Young and inexperienced officers may be especially proactive in performing stops, making arrests, and seeking out criminal and disorderly behaviors. It may be that this
increased the extent to which they contested the boundaries to which they were assigned. In addition, the hot spots in the experiment were larger than previous hot spot studies, and the officers patrolled the locations for their entire eight-hour shift. Having more area to patrol may have lessened the extent to which officers strayed from their beats. At the same time, patrolling the same location for many hours may have increased the extent of boundary adjustment. Finally, the experiment was carried out with very limited funding relative to previous hot spots policing experiments. Because of this, systematic observations were limited to four site visits per hot spot. Well-funded evaluations may have been better able to monitor as well as better understand issues of boundary compliance than the experiment involved here. Finally, although unlikely to affect the overall findings, it may be that officer recall regarding the size of their beats was diminished due to the time that lapsed between the experiment and the focus groups.

Closing Comments

This research note was intended to illustrate the importance of understanding and measuring boundary adherence so that future research more explicitly considers this threat to a study’s internal validity. The majority of previous place-based evaluations exploring the effects of displacement/diffusion do not report the extent to which officer’s patrol in areas used to estimate displacement/diffusion. Given that these locations typically adjoin target areas, the possibility that these locations will receive dosages of treatment intended to be reserved only for target locations seems high. We conclude that there may be merit to Rosenbaum’s (2006) concern that some diffusion of benefits reported may reflect a misspecification of target area boundaries. We suggest that future research be designed to anticipate, monitor, quantify, and report boundary adjustment, based on the reality that such contestation may be unavoidable in real-world experiments.
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**Notes**

1. For example, during the Philadelphia Foot Patrol Experiment, we would expect control locations to not receive foot patrols, though normal patrol operations would continue in the control locations. In studies of increased patrols, we would be referring to the increased patrol dosage being applied in targeted areas and that control areas receive only conventional dosages of patrols.

2. See Ratcliffe et al. (2011) for more information about the experimental design and analysis.

3. We note that a separate article by Wood, Taylor, et al. (2013) report that 129 officers participated. This article is limited to 124 maps that could be analyzed for our purposes here.

4. Because some of the foot beats were in close proximity to each other, 10 of the foot beats shared a catchment location with another beat.

5. All but one of the foot beats had at least one officer attend the focus groups, and therefore this one beat did not have any active beat overlap and is excluded from the analysis.


7. We should note that we are not advocating changes be made to treatment areas be made during a randomized trial but rather that the information is collected and used to interpret the results of an intervention and to design subsequent tests.

8. We would like to thank one of the anonymous reviewers for making this interesting suggestion.
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